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SYNOPSIS

1666 is a youthful and refreshing take on the found-footage horror genre.

The story takes place on the night of  October 30, 2010 and is centered on four kids in their early 
20’s, Aiden, Jordan, Beckett and Stephanie. In the spirit of  Halloween, and as a means to avoid the 
steep ticket prices to theme parks and Hollywood parties, Jordan and Stephanie decide to plan a self-
made tour of  haunted Hollywood houses and famous celebrity murders. With an extensive itinerary, 
and hours of  research already spent, the two convince their boyfriends, Aiden and Beckett to join 
them on this adventure.

The foursome jump into Beckett’s SUV and type in the address of  the first location into the 
navigation system, the site of  the Black Dahlia murder. It is reportedly one of  the most gruesome 
murders in Los Angeles’ history and was actually made into a feature film. As they drive they read 
the horrific accounts from the police report, allowing their imaginations to run free. When they 
arrive to their destination, they are a little let down to find themselves in a bad part of  Los Angeles, 
on a residential street. They decide to check it out anyways and as they stand there on the sidewalk, 
they begin to imagine a Los Angeles’ where grass fields once stood, not a building in site, and 
discovering a woman’s body torn in two. The girls lay down on the grass, where the Black Dahlia’s 
body was supposedly found, to emulate the experience. The mimicking gesture sets the stage for 
what will be an eventful night.

The four continue on their tour, going to the Dorothy Stratten apartment where she was gunned 
down, the Houdini mansion where the son of  a wealthy furniture manufacturer pushed his lover 
over a bridge, the Sharon Tate house where she was infamously murdered by members of  the 
Manson family, and of  course 1666, where an in demand cinematographer named Henry Strawling, 
killed his wife and unborn child in a state of  pure paranoia. 

Henry was believed to be a schizophrenic, though never properly diagnosed. His wife Emily, an up 
and coming costume designer, blamed his rapid success and increasing level of  stress as the reasons 
for his ravenous outbursts. But when she became pregnant, his condition began to worsen, and he 
clung onto the belief  that the baby was in fact not his own. On October 30, 1931, in a state of  
paranoia, Henry sedated his wife, extracted the unborn child and took its life. Emily eventually bled 
to death as a result. Hours later, when Henry came back to reality, he realized what he had done. 
Helpless and guilt ridden, he took his own life. It is believed that the house is haunted with the 
spirits of  Emily and her unborn child. The cries of  an infant have been heard, crawling sounds 
against the hardwood floor, cabinets opened, lights flickering on and off, flashes of  cold gusts and 
images of  Emily herself. Experts say that Emily and her child do not know that they are dead as 
they were never meant to die in the manner they did. Henry’s spirit, is believed to be the most 
aggressive and violent of  them all as he is thought to have taken his condition of  paranoia and 
schizophrenia with him into the afterlife. At times he is in search of  his wife and unborn child, and 



at others he is a ravaging uncontrollable entity. The house has undergone multiple owners and 
tenants, all leaving unexpectedly due to disturbances related with the paranormal.

With this story in mind, Aiden, Jordan, Beckett and Stephanie stand outside of  the boarded up 
house. A ‘For Sale’ sign sits on the front yard and similar to the other houses before, it is the only 
dilapidated home sitting in an otherwise pristine neighborhood. Everything about 1666 looks wrong, 
but despite it all, Jordan and Stephanie decide to walk up to the front door, trying to find a way to 
break in. The two hellbent girls coerce the boys to join them and Stephanie dares Beckett to touch 
the door knob. Hesitant, he ultimately obliges if  they can leave immediately afterwards. His fingers 
slide away from the door and they are half  way turned around to leave when a creaky hinge captures 
their attention. They turn back to find the door open, in an almost invitingly way. Curious, the girls 
enter, and in a game of  cat and mouse, the boys go inside to try and grab their girls so that they can 
leave. After they are all inside, the door mysteriously slams shut only to reveal that there is no door 
handle to get out. 

This is when the story of  1666 unfolds!



DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

1666 is an idea that had been stirring in my mind for years. The idea is loosely based on my own 
personal experience with my now wife and two of  our friends. We had always done the big 
Hollywood parties for Halloween, but this one year we decided to do something different. My wife 
is a huge Marilyn Monroe fan and of  everything old Hollywood, something about the glamour and 
the greater than life presence of  celebrities during that time period is truly fascinating. We are also 
both big fans of  the paranormal and horror movies. So the idea of  creating our own haunted 
Halloween tour was an organic and natural progression. Of  course after all the excitement died 
down, I was ultimately left to do the actual work. So I went online and researched all these 
supposedly haunted houses in Hollywood and the sites of  some of  the most gruesome murders in 
Los Angeles’ history. I mapped out the addresses that I could find, and at around 11PM on a cool 
October night, we went off  on our little adventure. For those that have never been into the 
Hollywood Hills, there is something mysterious and almost eerie about it. You of  course have your 
huge mansions, as you would imagine, but there are also many small pot-hole filled streets with 
much more modest, sometimes dilapidated looking residences. The Hollywood Hills has a history of 
being an escape for many artists and a center of  counterculture activity, housing many famous actors 
and musicians of  the past and present.

This tour reminded me of  a more refined and planned out version of  some of  the things that I used 
to do in high school with my friends. For us, the local story was of  a haunted lighthouse or the old 
Vanderbilt estate. We would be hanging out somewhere and these stories would surface. After a few 
hours talking about it, there was always that one person that would suggest we all pack into a car and 
go investigate it for ourselves. Of  course none of  the guys wanted to be the one who’d back out, so 
we would be on our way. Now, I’m sure most people in their teens have had a very similar 
experience. So when I say that the feeling you get while driving in that car, the excitement, the 
adrenaline, the heart racing, is almost indescribable, I’m assuming you understand. That ‘feeling’ is 
what I wanted to recreate with 1666, and hopefully have it resonate with the audience. This haunted 
Hollywood tour created a sense of  nostalgia for me and I saw myself  experience all the little 
‘feelings’ again. That pure excitement and genuine fear that you perpetuate in your mind, it causes 
your senses to heighten, and when you get out of  that car and begin exploring, every little sound, 
every glimmer of  light, any rustle or bustle causes the hair on your back to stand up! And you find 
yourself  huddled together with your friends, stepping ever so slowly towards your destination. 
Maybe you make it there, most often times something startles you and you end up running for your 
life!

So, as we drove around Hollywood, reading these true stories, my imagination would recreate the 
scenario in my mind. The scary thing was some of  the houses we visited actually would match the 
vision I had in my head. For example, the George Reeves house, whose story was retold in the 
movie, Hollywoodland, starring Ben Affleck, had the window boarded up to the room where he 
supposedly shot himself. It’s definitely strange to see that in real life, decades since the incident 
occurred, after reading about the paranormal experiences that some of  residences had reported 



while living there. It gives way to the notion that maybe something supernatural is still going on 
there to this day.

That night was not only fright-filled with tense moments but also served as a history lesson in some 
ways. The stories that were explored, like that of  the Black Dahlia, Wonderland murders and Sharon 
Tate have all been retold in Hollywood films, but nothing resonates more than seeing these locations 
with your own eyes, hearing how the event unraveled and imaging how it played out for yourself. 
When all is left to your imagination, my sentiment is that we all have a tendency to imagine the worst 
possible scenario. So with 1666, I wanted to set up the opportunity for the audience to imagine the 
worst by showing, not telling.

As someone who loves and hates scary movies, I tried to create a film that had all the elements that 
freak me out about the genre. To me, the more realistic and plausible a situation, the more intense 
my connection is to the subject matter. 1666 is a direct reflection of  a real experience in my life and 
my own fears of  being confined in small spaces. What these four kids endure in 1666 is a 
combination of  their reaction to not only the paranormal but also to being trapped in a confined 
area. I really wanted to dive into the psychological aspect of  what I believe would happen to four 
kids placed into this extreme circumstance. My hope is that the film entertains and inspires the 
audience to explore their own paranormal adventures!

# # #



CAST

AIDEN CARDEI (Himself) Aiden was born and raised in Los Angeles. A lifelong writer, he 
started acting as a way to expand his writing technique and ability. After a few short months, he 
worked his way up to Ivana Chubbuck’s master class, and has studied there consistently since.
When he is not auditioning or shooting, Aiden likes being outdoors; playing soccer, hiking, and 
snowboarding. He loves any kind of  food, hanging out with his family, and most of  all, a good 
laugh.

# # #

JORDAN ELIZABETH (Herself) Jordan Elizabeth has been acting her entire life. She began her 
career fearlessly entertaining strangers with karaoke and skits and transitioned into theatre and film. 
Her passion for acting stems from her love of  analysis. She believes that you can’t understand where 
you are going if  you don’t know where you are coming from. And with that passion comes projects, 
Jordan has recently shot lead roles in two indie features, 1666 and Revelation Trail and is slated to 
shoot another feature. Aside from her love of  acting, she has a fondness for blackberries and horror 
movies, both of  which she enjoys in the company of  her Japanese Chin, Charlie.

# # #

BECKETT WEST (Himself) Beckett West was born in the former Yugoslavia, but grew up in 
Toronto, Canada. He found his calling as an actor during high school and followed it all the way to 
Humber College's Acting for Film & Television program. He continued his training post college 
with Lewis Baumander, where he studied in Lewis' Master class for 4 years.  Beckett got his first 
break in a small role working across from Tom Cavanagh in Laurie Lynd's Canadian feature Breakfast 
With Scot.  He Continued to train in Toronto before making the move to Los Angeles to study with 
Ivana Chubbuck, where he is currently still living and training.

# # #

STEPHANIE LOVIE (Herself) Stephanie Lovie was born in a small town in the northwest hills 
of  Connecticut. It was there where she found a passion for horses and by the age of  ten, was 
traveling the country competing in national competitions.  On her way to becoming one of  the best 
junior show jumpers in the country, Stephanie was offered the opportunity to act in a local project 
and immediately fell in love with the camera.  By her eighteenth birthday she had made the decision 
to become an actor by trade, and it didn’t take long for her to move out west to receive proper acting 
training.  The dedication and work ethic she earned as an equestrian gave her all the tools to begin 
her life as an actor.  Stephanie currently studies with Ivana Chubbuck in her master class.

# # #



ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS

CHRIS SHENG (Writer/Director/Producer) Chris Sheng began his career in the investment 
banking field before ultimately leaving to pursue his true passion of  entertainment. His father (a 
cancer victim) was a large source of  inspiration for him to make the transition. Now, for the past six 
years, Chris has been working in the entertainment industry as a talent manager, producer and most 
recently director.

As a partner at Red Baron Picture Corp., Chris has been active in both the development and 
production process for both film and television. He co-produced the 2009 indie film, The Grind 
(Indican Pictures), starring C. Thomas Howell, Michael Welch (Twilight), Tom Sizemore (Saving 
Private Ryan, Heat) and Danny Trejo (Machete). With no prior production experience at the time, he 
became an integral part of  the production team, from helping to develop the script to ensuring 
certain deliverables were made to the distributor. The experience served as a mini-film school boot 
camp.

He most recently just wrapped production on the indie thriller, Upside Down, starring Stella Maeve 
(The Runaways), where he served as producer. The film centers on a female celebrity who, after an 
ensuing argument with her boyfriend, ends up in a car crash that has left her trapped in a car that is 
flipped upside. With limited resources, she must find a way to free herself  from the car while caring 
for her unconscious boyfriend. The near death experience ultimately reveals a near life experience 
for the young and troubled celeb.

In addition, he has pitched numerous unscripted projects for television, most notably a sports talk 
show with Billy Bob Thornton, a co-production with IMG Media. The project received strong 
interest from both cable and sports networks, however, ultimately was unable to land a series 
commitment.

1666 is a result of  Chris coming full circle in the filmmaking world. As a manager, his interaction 
with actors and understanding their approach to material served as a necessary skill set when trying 
to get a real and genuine performance from the actors in the film. In addition, the six years of  
reading and fielding scripts for both clients and as potential producing projects, lent Chris an 
invaluable understanding of  the storytelling process. He looks forward to directing his next project.

# # #

ROBERT ENRIQUEZ (Executive Producer) Florida native Robert Enriquez serves as a 
producer with Red Baron Picture Corp. and Director of  Production.  Before leaving his home state 
of  Florida, Robert was instrumental in developing projects with Peter Tors of  Tors Family 
Entertainment (Flipper, New Adventures of  Flipper, Creatures of  the Night, Looking for Trouble).



Working in development, Robert started in Los Angeles under Liz Selzer-Lang and Robert 
Greenwald at Robert Greenwald Productions (Steal this Movie, Xanadu, A Woman of  Independent 
Means).

Under the Red Baron Picture Corp. shingle Robert has completed several feature length films.  His 
first, The Last Days of  Danny Pelvic & the Thrusters is being distributed by Raven Pictures International 
and has screened at seven different American Film Festivals, winning The Best Film (Audience 
Choice) award at the South Beach Film Festival.  Robert’s second film, Heaven and the Suicide King was 
sold to more than a dozen different countries within the first year of  distribution. Anthony Ginnane 
of  IFM Film associates is handling sales.

As a co-producer and line producer, Robert worked with Barbara Seymour to produce the filmed 
segment of  HBO’s The Freak-The Leguizamo Legacy, for which John Leguizamo won an Emmy for 
best comedic performance. Recently, Robert served as co-producer on the feature film BgFATLdy 
aka Black Crescent Moon (Starring Melora Walters, Gil Bellows, Mike Starr and Brent Briscoe). This 
film is currently being sold in all territories by Spotlight Entertainment.

2009 started off  with the sale of  Red Baron’s completed films The Grind (C. Thomas Howell, 
Michael Welch, Tom Sizemore and Danny Trejo) and Surviving the Grind (A documentary on the 
making of  a truly indie low budget film).

Since 2009, Robert has served as producer, co-producer or executive producer on the following 
films, Reach, starring Danny Dorfman (The Ring), Upside Down starring Stella Maeve (Transamerica, The 
Runaways), Broken Rose starring Evan Ross, 3 Days in May starring Fernanda Romero, and 1666 
written, produced and directed by Chris Sheng.
 
While producing Robert has been able to continue running and building Red Baron Management 
representing writers, directors, and talent for motion pictures, television and commercials. RBM 
clients have worked on projects from all major studios and networks.

Currently, Robert is President and owner of  Red Baron Picture Corp. and Red Baron Management. 

# # #

PING SHENG (Executive Producer) Ping Sheng is a retired Health care executive whose always 
been drawn to the Arts and films. As the principal financier of  1666, Ping had heard the pitch and 
was immediately drawn to the idea. In support of  her son, Chris, she shelled over a check in order 
for pre-production to commence. This is her first foray into the world of  filmmaking.

# # #

JONATHAN PASCUAL (Director of  Photography and Editor) 1666 is Jonathan Pascual's 
second film as Editor and Director of  Photography.  His first film, Surviving the Grind, is a 



documentary filmed during the production of  The Grind, an independent thriller starring C. Thomas 
Howell and Tom Sizemore. Surviving the Grind was the first project that Pascual and Writer/Director 
Chris Sheng worked on together.

# # #

CHRIS JULIAN (Supervising Sound Editor and Re-Recording Mixer) Chris Julian is an 
American-born cinematographer, sound and picture editor, post supervisor and foley artist. His 
career spans the music and entertainment business as producer, studio owner, writer & composer. 
Julian has been awarded 23 Gold Records, 5 Platinum Records, and his collaborations have been 
nominated for 4 Grammy Awards. In 2006, Julian won an Emmy Award for his work on the film 
Flight 93. He has contributed to films earning 10 Emmy Nominations and over 80 award wins, 
nominations and official festival selections.
 

# # #


